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ABSTRACT There exists a need for the design of light emitting diode (LED) luminaires which can deliver

both visual and non-visual benefits of light to humans. In this work, we introduce an optimization approach

based on spectral shaping for a minimalistic and practical design of a circadian-tunable multi-channel

luminaire which also outputs white light with high quality and luminous efficacy of radiation (LER). The

spectral optimization approach utilizes Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm to maximize circadian tunability,

light quality and LER while minimizing the number of channels. Solution sets are constrained using the non-

visual quality metric, Melanopic Efficacy of Luminous Radiation (MELR) from the Melanopic Equivalent

Daylight Illuminance (MEDI) approach and the more stringent visual quality metric TM-30 in addition

to conventional Color Rendering Index (CRI). By matching theoretically optimized LED parameters to

commercially available LED parameters for commercialization purposes, we establish the maximumMELR

tunability that is achievable with 4 and 5 LED channels and the resulting trade-off in efficacy and light quality.

Based on the results and analysis in this work, we detail a spectral optimization approach to propel the field

of indoor lighting towards human-centric lighting.

INDEX TERMS Circadian lighting, human-centric lighting, indoor lighting, LED, luminaire design,

melanopic equivalent daylight illuminance, multi-objective genetic algorithm, spectral optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

In addition to light being an effective regulator of visual

perception, it has now been established that it also regulates

the biological clock or the circadian rhythm of humans [1].

For example, morning light is characterized by high blue

content and is responsible for the onset of the biological clock

in humans. Also known as the circadian clock, the biological

clock which regulates the human sleep-wake cycle is an

outcome of melatonin secretions in the body, directly

impacted by the spectral properties of light incident on the

eye over a period of time [2]. The need for a luminaire which

allows for ‘circadian tunability’ was envisaged in 2002, when

Berson et. al. identified a new photoreceptor, the intrinsically

photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) that transmit

light stimuli to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) which

governs the regulation of the circadian, hormonal and behav-
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ioral systems of an organism [3], [4]. It was also discovered

that the ipRGCs are maximally sensitive to blue light between

446 to 477 nm [4]–[6]. This brings the possibility of artificial

lighting being both beneficial and detrimental to human

health. Several human circadian photo-transduction models

have been proposed by Brainard et al. [5], Thapan et al. [6]

and Gall et al. [7]. Extensive studies have shown that expo-

sure of photo-biologically active light at inappropriate timing

and intensity [8], [9] affects human health eliciting retinal

damage [10], [11], glucose tolerance impairments [12]–[14]

and negative impact on psychological and physiological

health [13]–[15]. There are also past works on the effects

of melatonin suppression due to light at night (LAN)

on certain types of cancers such as breast cancer [16],

colorectal cancer [17] and endometrial cancer [18] and the

development of tumors [19]. On the other hand, studies

have also suggested that light exposure scheduling can be

implemented to treat jet-lag disorder and promote circadian

entrainment in night-shift workers as a countermeasure to
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circadian disruption by exposing them to temporary bright

light for higher productivity and restricting bright light in the

latter shift period [20], [21]. Similar approach can also be

applied to re-entrain the circadian cycle of intensive care and

post-operative patients in a hospital [22], for example certain

healthcare facilities in Scandinavia [23], [24] and United

States [25] are already implementing variable spectrum

lighting. Figueiro et. al. also demonstrated that lighting tuned

for a specific purpose such as to instigate the circadian system

can reduce sleepiness and increase alertness and vitality in

white-collar workers, thus increasing productivity [26]. Thus,

now exists the concept of healthy lighting, which is lighting

designed for optimal human health aside from one that is

designed purely for visual performance.

With the emergence of multi-channel LED-based lighting

systems, spectral tuning is now realizable as opposed to

traditional lights with a fixed spectrum such as fluorescent

lamps and single-channel white LED luminaires. Some

literature on the implementation of these multi-channel

luminaires are from Chew et. al. [27] illustrating the design

of an 8-channel spectrally tunable luminaire integrated with

a novel closed-loop algorithm and its capacity to replicate

target spectra and Tang et al. [28] presenting a color control

methodology for multi-channel luminaire systems using the

camera on Android smartphones as the feedback sensor.

The significance of a spectrally tunable luminaire is that

the light’s spectral power distribution (SPD) can be tuned

during the course of a day such that it positively impacts the

human circadian rhythm while consistently delivering high

visual and energy performance. The minimalistic design of

a multi-channel luminaire with tunable circadian impact has

two major considerations: (1) the minimum number of LED

channels to achieve a desired tunability and (2) the selection

of optimal LED parameters. The optimization is usually

carried out using a multi-objective optimization approach

involving a metric representing circadian impact such as

Circadian Action Factor (CAF) [7], Circadian Stimulus

(CS) [29] or Equivalent Melanopic Lux (EML) [30], one for

visual performance such as Color Rendering Index (CRI),

Color Quality Scale (CQS) or TM-30 [31] and an energy

efficiency metric, usually luminous efficacy of radiation

(LER). In addition, the panel for maximum tunability with

minimum number of LED channels must be commercially

viable.

The abovementioned multi-objective optimization prob-

lem has been solved in past spectral optimization works using

Steepest Descent Hill Climber Search Algorithm (SDHCS),

Interior Point Algorithm (IPM), Multi-objective Genetic

Algorithm (MOGA) and brute force optimization methods.

The SDHCS algorithm, which is a well-known local search

algorithm was used in the characterization, modelling and

optimization of a 7-LED system for general illumination [32]

with reliability that would worsen if the fitness landscape

had multiple local minima of large widths through the search

space. Due to its metaheuristics of finding local optima,

it may not necessarily give the global optimum out of the

search space. In addition, it is computationally intensive

diminishing the practicality of the method, particularly for

the case of larger numbers of LED channels [32]. On the

other hand, the IPM implementation [33] in Dai et al. [34]

aimed to maximize Circadian Action Factor (CAF) tunability

and Color Rendering Index (CRI) of a mixture of dichro-

matic phosphor-converted blue-centered LED, dichromatic

phosphor-converted green-centered LED, and a monochro-

matic red LED after converting the bi-objective optimization

problem into single-objective functions to be minimized.

IPMs are generally used to solve linear and non-linear

convex optimization problems and it is applicable in this

nonlinear programming problem as it allows for constrained

optimization. The results for IPM however are highly

dependent on the initial point which must be sufficiently

distant from the boundary of the positive orthant [35]–[37].

Furthermore, the efficiency of this algorithm is strongly

dependent on techniques of linear algebra which are adopted

to solve the Newton equations. Additional techniques such

as the predictor-corrector [37], [38] or centrality corrector

technique [39], [40] may have to be implemented alongside

the IPM for certain cases, increasing its complexity [41].

IPM, while unrivalled in its initial speed towards opti-

mality, slows down when the demand for a solution that

requires higher accuracy making it a liability [41]. Literature

presents MOGA [42], which is an evolutionary algo-

rithm, to be the more common multi-objective optimization

approach. Genetic algorithms are global search algorithms

with population-based metaheuristics, thus preserving and

improving multiple potential solutions by guiding the search

through population attributes. Due to its stochastic nature,

the algorithm is resistant to local optima and it is also

suitable for computationally complex problems with its

ability to be implemented in parallel. This ability allows

close to linear speedups [43]. Using MOGA techniques,

Zhang et al. [44] attempted to minimize the blue light

hazard efficiency of radiation (BLHER) while maximizing

the visual performance. Bin et al. [45] reported the maximum

CAF tunability of Quantum-dots Luminescent Mesoporous

Silica-based White LEDs (QDs-WLEDs) and its dependence

on the QDs’ peak wavelength and FullWidth HalfMaximum.

Abeysekera et. al. tackled a common design problem that

exists within the subject of multi-channel luminaires which

is the non-uniformity in terms of illuminance and color

distribution using MOGA as well [46]. Aside from using

optimization algorithms, optimization for maximum CAF

variability was performed by iterating every possible SPD by

brute force in [47]. This form of exhaustive search approach

while is the simplest metaheuristic, it is also computationally

intensive.

Regarding works related to spectral optimization, Oh et. al.

compared the properties of commercialized artificial lighting,

daylight and optimized four-package white LEDs comprising

of a long-wavelength pass dichroic filter (LPDF)-capped,

phosphor-converted red, amber and green LEDs (PC-LEDs)

and a blue LED (R, A, G, B four-package white LEDs) [48]
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and reported that most R, A, G, B four-package white

LED systems had better visual performance, color quality

and wider circadian impact tunability than commercialized

artificial light sources [48]. Khanh et. al. implemented

spectral optimization of an 8-LED channel luminaire for

Circadian Stimulus (CS) as a measure of the non-visual

impact and the chroma enhancement of red objects to

quantify visual quality and it was found that it was

not possible to optimize for both high CS and strong

red oversaturation due to contradicting spectral sensitivity

functions [49]. Dai et al. [50] reported that for any fixed

CCT target, the luminous efficacy decreases with increasing

circadian efficacy, regardless of the circadian model that

is implemented when following the traditional approach of

improving the spectral luminous efficacy rather than the

circadian efficacy. However, the fundamental trends of the

circadian efficacy variation with the luminous efficacy for

both circadian models implemented show a notable deviation

from each other. In a separate paper [51], Qi Dai et. al.

demonstrated that the typical approach of optimizing light

by prioritizing high visual quality may lead to ineffective

circadian entrainment due to inefficient delivery of circadian

activation content in light. For a target CS of 0.35, higher

corneal illuminance and irradiance were necessary to achieve

the target CS despite allowing higher luminous efficacy.

This further reiterates the necessity of accounting for both

circadian action and visual quality in spectral optimization

for human-centric lighting. Optimization efforts leading to

the selection of LEDs for a multi-channel luminaire are many

but sporadic and none focusing on the optimum number of

channels for wide circadian tunability of the luminaire as a

key objective while considering the practicality of the design

for commercialization, albeit being the primary reason for its

slow adoption by the industry.

In this paper, we adopt the Non-dominated Sorting

Algorithm II (NSGA-II) with inequality constraints proposed

by Deb et al. [52] among MOGA techniques for spectral

optimization for circadian content tunability as it is most

widely applied in optimization works [53]–[55] due to

its rapid non-dominated sorting approach. This approach

permits relatively low computation complexity, uniform

Pareto solution distribution through crowded distance esti-

mation procedure, the elitist keeping mechanism and a

straightforward crowded comparison operator [42], [56].

It is reported to outperform other evolutionary algorithms

such as the Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) [57]

and Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) [58].

The inequality constraints can also be easily adapted as it

is a generic approach to introduce constraint as a penalty

function [44], [59], [60].

In this work, we present a novel approach towards

the minimalistic design of a multi-channel LED panel

extending over the choice of LED channel numbers to

practical considerations considering not only awide circadian

tunability, but also high quality, high efficacy with a

practical selection of LEDs for commercialization purposes.

We also implemented a figure of merit to quantify circadian

action which has never been used in existing spectral

optimization works. This has the potential to realize healthy

circadian entrainment in humans leading to many physio-

logical and psychological benefits. Section II presents the

spectral optimization approach followed by the results and

discussion of the optimization in section III. Section IV

concludes the paper providing a summary of the results

obtained.

II. OPTIMIZATION APPROACH FOR MULTI-CHANNEL

LED PANEL WITH WIDE CIRCADIAN TUNABILITY

The optimal design of a widely circadian tunable

multi-channel LED panel depends on fulfilling conflicting

criteria of high quality and high luminous efficacy of

radiation (LER) for the spectral design. In this section,

we describe the GA approach used to solve the corresponding

optimization problem.

A. OPTIMIZATION USING GA

We used a controlled elitist genetic algorithm (CEGA) which

is a variant of the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm

II (NSGA-II) [52] to solve our optimization problem. The

optimization routines were run using the GA toolbox under

the MATLAB environment which allowed the convenient run

of the CEGA. Since multi-objective optimization problems

have multiple optimum solutions with the same level of

merit, a set of non-dominated solutions are obtained using

CEGA. As the solutions cannot be modified to improve the

merit of one optimization target without degrading another,

the final set of solutions of the optimization function is

presented using a Pareto front [61]. The CEGA algorithm

is initialized by randomly generating a collection of design

variables (chromosomes) to form the starting generation.

The algorithm stops optimizing when the spread between

the Pareto individuals does not show a considerable change

between generations. The NSGA-II determines Pareto opti-

mal solutions, all of which are acceptable with certain trade-

offs. For an n-dimensional MOP with m objective functions

f1(x), f2(x), f3(x), . . . , fm(x), the aim is to find a solution

vector x which satisfies the constraints and optimizes the

objective functions. The solution vector is xi where a solution

x1 is said to dominate another solution x2 if both of the

following conditions are satisfied: For all objectives, the

solution x1 is no worse than x2, ∀i ∈ {1,m} → fi(x1) ≥ fi(x2)

and the solution x1 is strictly better than x2 in at least one

objective, ∃j ∈ {1,m} → fi(x1) ≥ fi(x2). The computational

complexity, denoted in terms of running time of the CEGA is

constrained by O(GMN2) with G representing the number of

generations, M the number of objectives and N the population

size [62].

In the following two sections, the metrics used to define

luminous efficacy, visual quality and non-visual quality to

be used in the optimization of the multi-channel LED panel

are defined followed by a description of the optimization

approach.
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B. SPECTRAL OPTIMIZATION FOR WIDE

CIRCADIAN TUNING

The Luminous Efficacy of Radiation (LER),K (lm/W) is used

to represent the visual stimuli per unit input power. Assume

the SPD of light from a multi-channel luminaire is expressed

as

S(λ) =
n

∑

i=1

IiSi(λ) (1)

where Ii ∈ [0, 1]; λi ∈ [380nm, 780nm] are the normalized

intensity and peak wavelength of the LED channels, respec-

tively. Assuming that most monochromatic LED spectra

closely follow a Gaussian distribution [63], the SPD of the

ith channel can be expressed as

Si(λ) =
1

σ
√
2π

e
− 1

2

(

λ−λi
σ

)2

(2)

where σ is the standard deviation related to the Full Width

Half Maximum (FWHM) as ρ = 2σ
√
2 ln 2 ≈ 2.35482σ .

The LER K(lm/W) can be expressed as

K = K0

∫

S(λ)V (λ)dλ
∫

S(λ)dλ
(3)

where V (λ) is the photopic spectral luminous sensitivity

function specified by the CIE [64] and the constant K0 =
683 lm/W represents the maximum spectral luminous

efficacy regarding the visual system [7], [48], [65]. As for

the visual quality metric, CRI is used to represent color

rendering ability of the light source despite its well reported

deficiencies [31] because till date it is still the most

widely adopted standard to describe light quality [34] in a

commercial setting. However, TM-30-18 [66] IES method

for evaluating color rendition of a source is also applied to

the optimal solutions as a constraint, in order to evaluate the

more stringent visual quality impacts yet to be captured by

commercial standards. The whiteness of the light is measured

using Duv, the distance from the chromaticity coordinate of

the test illuminant to the closest point on the Planckian locus

on the CIE 1931 coordinates [32], [44], [67].

On evaluating non-visual performance, we adopt the action

spectrum for melatonin regulation from the equivalent α-opic

illuminance approach in CIE S026/E:2018 which is based on

Lucas et. al. 2014 [3], [68]. Recent research on human circa-

dian system [5], [6], [65], [69]–[73] have also used a similar

peak of spectral sensitivity of melanopsin (the photopigment

in ipRGCs) that corresponds to the peak in Lucas’ action

spectra model. In terms of the quantifiable circadian content,

figures of merit that are more commonly discussed are the

CS, CAF, EML and the more recently proposed Melanopic

Equivalent Daylight Illuminance (MEDI) [9], [74] which

measures the illuminance produced by radiation conforming

to standard daylight (D65) that provides an equal melanopic

irradiance as the test source. We use Melanopic Efficacy

of Luminous Radiation (MELR) defined as the quotient

of melanopic irradiance and photopic illuminance in (4) to

quantify circadian content of light as specified by CIE S

026/E:2018: CIE System for Metrology of Optical Radiation

for ipRGC-Influenced Responses to Light [68]. MELR

(Kmel,v) allows the ease of being able to workwith normalized

LED intensities which can potentially be scaled to any desired

lumen rating in the luminaire design process and can be

expressed as

Kmel,v =
∫

S(λ)smel(λ)dλ

K0

∫

S(λ)V (λ)dλ
(4)

where smel(λ) is the melanopic action spectra representing

the normalized relative spectral sensitivity of the ipRGC

photoreceptor to optical radiation incident at the cornea. It is

broadly understood that exposure to high MELR lighting

triggers greater activation of the human circadian system as

compared to low MELR lighting.

The optimization is studied under designated constraints

on the relative intensities of the light mixture and the required

approximate whiteness dictated by its distance from the

black body locus, Duv < 0.0054 [44], [75]. The FWHM

of the LEDs is restricted to a range between 10 to 35 nm

to match typical values in commercially available LEDs.

The individual differences in the red, blue, green regions

are ignored at the optimization stage since matching to

commercial LEDs is carried out in stage 2. To ensure an

acceptable light quality, the CRI is bounded to be within 80 to

100 and luminous efficacy is constrained to be a minimum

of 130 lm/W as a baseline for a commercial LED-based

luminaire [76].

The aim of this multi-objective optimization problem with

inequality constraints is to maximize the K and CRI to

achieve thewidestMELR tunability as the direct optimization

goals as illustrated in the flowchart in Figure 1. The solution

vector is

xi{λi1, λ
i
2, . . . , λ

i
n, I

i
1, I

i
2, . . . , I

i
n, ρ

i
1, ρ

i
2, . . . , ρ

i
n}

where {λi1, λ
i
2, . . . , λ

i
n}, {I i1, I

i
2, . . . , I

i
n} and {ρi1, ρ

i
2, . . . , ρ

i
n}

are the peak wavelengths, normalized intensities and

FWHMs for a set of n LEDs, respectively.

From the first optimization process (GA1), the optimized

number of channels serve as the input in the subsequent stage

of extracting commercialized LED specifications which are

closest to the optimized LEDparameters. It is a necessary step

as the output fromGA1 serve as a starting point, or a reference

from which we can extract commercially available LED

parameters, as there are innumerable possibilities within the

visible light region, with some solutions not yet commercially

existent. Having filtered the solution sets which do not

satisfy the K, CRI and Duv constraints, the algorithm runs

through the database containing a comprehensive list of

commercially available LED parameters from established

brands and selects the closest match in terms of wavelength

and FWHMof the channels from the optimization output. The

selection algorithm compares the area under the overlapping

spectra of the simulated and commercialized LED using

the trapezoidal method [77] with the algorithm returning a
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FIGURE 1. Flowchart illustrating the spectral optimization approach. This
multi-objective optimization problem solves towards a practical
multi-channel luminaire design with circadian tunability.

100% match if the spectra of all 4 channels match perfectly.

The algorithm thus selects the best match, ensuring minimal

trade-off between the theoretical and commercially available

parameters. To ensure the final outputs satisfy the objective

of this design approach, using the solution sets which are the

parameters of commercially available LEDs from the prior

stage, they become the input variables for the next stage of

optimization (GA2).

In this part of the optimization, the LED peak wavelengths

and FWHMs are fixed based on commercial availability,

with the design variables being the channel intensities. The

objective functions are the CRI, K and MELR tunability.

MELR tunability can only be ascertained when the minimum

and maximum MELR producible by the selected LED

parameters are known.However, it is not possible tominimize

and maximize the objective function simultaneously. Thus,

the optimization is performed 3 times: once to determine

the lowest producible MELR, another for the maximum

MELR and lastly for the solutions within the range from

the minimum to the maximum allowable MELR which we

termed as the mid-range optimization. The purpose of the last

optimization is to allow for a continuous and smooth MELR

tuning within the range after prototyping. For the mid-range

optimization, the algorithm uses a Gaussian distribution

which emphasizes the range of MELRs that should be

prioritized by the optimization, which would be the range

within the specified minimum and maximum MELR.

The bounds for MELR tunability is set using spectral

data of bright blue daylight at 7 a.m. and bedroom lighting

measured with a CL500A Konica Minolta illuminance

spectrophotometer. The MELR of bright blue daylight at

CCT 10000K is at 1.8 and the MELR of bedroom lighting

in the late evening at CCT 2700K is at 0.36. This range is

used to define MELR tunability as the ratio of the difference

between the maximum MELR and the minimum MELR

achievable by the combination of LED parameters over the

desired range of MELRs from bedroom lighting (MELR =
0.36) to bright blue sky (MELR = 1.8). A MELR tunability

of 1 indicates perfect coverage of the required MELR

range. Using MATLAB’s multi-objective genetic algorithm,

K and CRI were maximised while Duv was minimised

simultaneously for GA1. Consider the following vector:
−→
F (

−→
X ) =

[

F1(
−→
X ),F2(

−→
X ),F3(

−→
X )

]

(5)

where the objective functions are

F1(
−→
X ) = −CRI , F2(

−→
X ) = −K , F3(

−→
X ) = Duv.

The multi-objective optimization problem for GA1 is posed

as follows:

min
−→
F (

−→
X )

subject to constraints F1(
−→
X ) ≤ 80, F2(

−→
X ) ≤ 130,

F3(
−→
X ) ≤ 0.0054. (6)

For GA2, the algorithm was run three times with the same

channel parameters and objective functions as GA1, but with

one additional objective function: once to maximise MELR,

once to minimise MELR and lastly to optimize within the

desired middle MELR range. The optimization problem is

posed as:

min
−→
G (

−→
X ) =

[

G1(
−→
X ),G2(

−→
X ),G3(

−→
X ),Gk=4,5,6(

−→
X )

]

(7)

where Gk (
−→
X ) is dependent on whether it is maximizing (k

= 4) or minimizing (k = 5) the MELRs or optimizing for

the solutions within the MELR range (k = 6). The objective

functions for GA2 are as follows:

G1(
−→
X ) = −CRI , G2(

−→
X ) = −K , G3(

−→
X ) = Duv

G4(
−→
X ) = −MELR, G5(

−→
X ) = MELR,

G6(
−→
X ) = −MELRmid ,

subject to constraints

G1(
−→
X ) ≥ 80, G2(

−→
X ) ≥ 130, G3(

−→
X ) ≤ 0.0054.
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Once the optimization is completed for all solution sets

for a specified number of channels, 3 in this case, it is

incremented by 1 up to 5 channels and the optimisation

process is repeated for all solution sets. Optimization

terminates when all solution sets for the different number

of channels are complete. The MELR tunability and other

spectral characteristics are calculated and the solution sets

with no valid solutions are discarded. Based on certain

justifications, the number of channels and the corresponding

LED parameters are chosen and the number of LEDs required

per channel is computed based on the required lumen rating

of the lamp using the lumens/Watt rating of LEDs from the

commercial database.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The spectral optimization procedure is performed over

50 iterations on a population of 200 chromosomes per gen-

eration. It was found that convergence occurs within 50 iter-

ations. GA optimization halts when the optimum fitness of 2

consecutive generations is smaller than the convergence tol-

erance. Intermediate Crossover is used to perform crossover

for functions with external constraints. It creates child

chromosomes by taking weighted averages of two parent

chromosomes. The weights are randomly calculated at each

crossover operation. The crossover probability is intention-

ally set to a high value to prevent subsequent generations from

having repetitive parent chromosomes which may lead to a

deadlock. The Adapt Feasible Mutation function optimizes

chromosomes with bounds and external constraints. It adapts

with respect to previous generations depending on their

success. However, the mutation probability is intentionally

set to a low value to prevent the search algorithm from

turning into a primitive random search. Selection functions

select parent chromosomes from the current generation to

initialize the next generation. Stochastic selection function

selects parent chromosomes based on their fitness scores.

The tournament selection function is a commonly used highly

generalizable selection function. The Pareto fraction sets the

amount chromosomes to be retained from the lower Pareto

fronts while the solver selects individuals from higher fronts.

GA parameters used for the optimization are summarized

in Table 1. The population size was chosen via experimen-

tation to ensure sufficient initial surface exploration leading

to a solution that does not go into premature convergence.

The optimization process of the mixed-color white light

is executed within the approach described in the previous

section on an Intel R©CoreTM i7-7700HQCPU2.80GHzwith

7.89 GB memory. The mixed-color spectrum is generated

by summing individual Gaussian spectra within the visible

light spectrum which ranges from 380 nm to 780 nm with

a resolution of 1 nm, with FWHM ranging from 10 to

35 nm and normalized intensities ranging from 0.01 to 1

[78]. The optimization process is separated into 2 stages and

1 commercial LED selection process. The optimization run

time for 1 solution set is approximately 1200 seconds on

average.

FIGURE 2. Theoretical LED combinations satisfying quality (CRI > 80) and
efficacy (K > 130 lm/W) and color criteria (Duv < 0.0054) for 3, 4 and
5 channels (without circadian considerations). Each point represents a
unique LED combination.

TABLE 1. GA parameters used for the optimization approach.

The objective for the first part of the spectral optimiza-

tion algorithm is to optimize for high visual quality and

luminous efficacy for a given number of LED channels,

in this case, between 3 and 5 channels. We observe from

Figure 2 that there exists 3, 19 and 60 solution sets for

the 3, 4 and 5-channel combinations respectively, that satisfy

the quality criteria (CRI > 80), luminous efficacy constraint

(>130 lm/W) and Duv < 0.0054.

From here, it is apparent that with 3 channels, there are a

limited number of solution sets that satisfy the visual quality

constraints, even without the circadian tunability constraint.

It also illustrates how the number of satisfactory solutions

increases with higher channel allowance. For 3-channel

solutions, we can observe that the solution set with the highest

CRI is capped at 87 while there is a sizeable concentration

of 5-channel solution sets closer to 95.

Next, we illustrate the monochromatic combinations that

can deliver a requiredMELR and investigate the consequence

of applying TM-30 quality constraint in Figure 3. If the

requirement from a luminaire is to deliver a specific circadian

action (MELR), then examples of combinations of 3, 4 and 5
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FIGURE 3. Selected LED combinations for 3, 4 and 5 channels delivering a
specific MELR satisfying (a) CRI > 80, (b) CRI > 80, TM-30> 80.

channels which satisfy quality and efficacy criteria are shown

in Figure 3(a). This figure depicts combinations of theoretical

LED parameters, each with a certain normalized intensity

(not shown in figure) which will generate white light of a

specified MELR.

For example, for a 3-channel luminaire which generates a

spectrum of approximately MELR 0.7, one can select LED

channels with peak wavelengths at 470 nm, 547 nm and

617 nm. For a 4-channel luminaire with white light of MELR

= 0.9, one can select LED channels with peak wavelengths

at 463 nm, 534 nm, 590 nm and 652 nm. For a 5-channel

luminaire with a spectrum of MELR = 1.95, one can select

LED channels with peak wavelengths at 445 nm, 490 nm,

542 nm, 605 nm and 708 nm. With 3 channels, the maximum

MELR that can be achieved is ∼1.4, with 4 channels up to

∼1.8 and with 5 channels ∼2. It is apparent that increasing

the amount of LED channels correlates to the potential of

achieving white light with MELR at the extremes, i.e. less

than 0.8 and greater than 1.8.

From the optimization, it is evident that the solution sets

satisfy the standard CRI and luminous efficacy constraints.

To assure a higher standard for high quality lighting,

additional filtering constraints are applied to the solution

sets for the TM-30-18 visual quality criteria. The TM-30 is

recently adopted by the IES and approved as the American

National Standard to evaluate color rendition as it is proven to

be more accurate compared to the CRI. It is a more stringent

color quality evaluation metric accounting for both color

fidelity and saturation, and thus, the solution sets are filtered

through the TM-30-18 fidelity index Rf > 80 and gamut

index 80< Rg < 120 and the results presented in Figure 3(b).

There is an absence of 3-channel combinations that satisfy

the TM-30-18 Rf constraint. As such, it is unnecessary to

check for the Rg constraint as both must be fulfilled to

satisfy the TM-30-18 criteria. Consequently, it is observed

that applying the TM-30-18 constraint increases minimum

channel requirement from 3 to 4, with 4 channels sufficing

for MELR in the range of 0.97 to 1.64 and 5 channels from

0.58 to 1.94.

The combinations of 3 to 5 optimized LED parameters

determined from GA1 serve as the input in the subsequent

stage of extracting commercialized LED specifications which

are most identical to the optimized LED parameters. The

solution sets of the 3 to 5 optimized LED parameters are

compared to a selected comprehensive database comprising

the parameters of currently commercially available LEDs

with a population of 64 from major LED manufacturers. The

LED database comprises narrowband high-power LEDs that

are typically used in commercial indoor lighting. At the time

of study, there were no narrowband high-power cyan LEDs

used for commercial lighting that we know of, thus there is

a 50 nm gap between 550 nm and 600 nm LEDs. There also

exists a gap of 46 nm between red LEDs at 675 nm and deep

red LEDs at 721 nm due to the lack of red LEDs in that region,

as red LEDs with wavelengths approaching the infrared

region are not typically used for commercial lighting and

are inefficient due to low radiant fluxes. The LED database

however covers a sufficiently wide and well-distributed range

within the visible light range from 447.5 nm blue to 750 nm

deep red, with the widest gap of 21 nm between 634 nm

red and 655 nm red with the exception of the cyan and

deep red gaps. By means of the solution sets which are the

parameters of commercially available LEDs from the prior

stage, they become the input variables for the final part of the

optimization algorithm. The selection algorithm functions to

match theoretical LED parameters to commercially available

LED parameters, and proceeds to optimize those parameters

for wide circadian (MELR) tunability in the final stage.

In this model, the λ and ρ are pre-determined based on

the outputs from the commercialized LED database. The

only variables to be manipulated are the intensities of the

channels. The objective functions are the CRI, K and MELR

tunability which are performed in three optimization runs for

minimumMELR, maximumMELR andmid-rangeMELR to

ensure both resolution and a wide range using the same LED

parameters. This model is subjected to the same constraints

as in the first optimization. The solution vector in the final

optimization process is xi = {I i1, I
i
2, . . . , I

i
n} with n = 3, 4, 5.

A circadian-tunable luminaire requires a set of LEDs

which will deliver a desired tunability. We define MELR

tunability as the extent to which the range of MELRs

generated by a given set of channels overlaps with a desired

MELR range, 1MELR from that of bedroom lighting min

(MELR) = 0.36 (bold red line) and that of bright blue
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FIGURE 4. MELR tunability of 12 LED combinations with the highest
MELR tunability, and the Phillips Hue overlapped with the limits of MELR
tunability from that of bedroom lighting MELR 0.36 (highlighted by the
bold red line) and that of bright blue daylight MELR 1.80 (highlighted by
the dotted blue line).

daylight max(MELR) = 1.80 (dotted blue line) as illustrated

in Figure 4. We examine the combinations that can deliver

wide MELR tunability with high resolution where tunability

is defined as

τ =
MELRmax − MELRmin

1MELR
(8)

where MELRmax ≤ max(MELR) and MELRmin ≥
min(MELR). The MELR resolution is monitored in addition

to the tunability and it is defined as the widest distance

between two consecutive MELRs within a solution set.

This is to ensure a gradual transition between MELRs

throughout the day to avoid a drastically visible color

difference between progressive light settings. In Figure 4,

we also benchmarked the optimized solution sets with the

tunability of the commercially available spectrally-tunable

Phillips Hue bulb, by characterising its blue, green, red and

neutral white LED channel spectra. TheMELR tunability was

found to be 0.6747, which is a relatively narrow range when

compared to the solution sets that are optimized for circadian

tunability.

TheMELR tunability and resolution of the commercialised

LED parameters are reported in descending order of MELR

tunability in Table 2. The finalised selection of LED param-

eters for circadian lighting design is determined through

two factors: high MELR tunability and resolution. Based on

Table 2, combination C5_1 which is a 5-channel luminaire

of peak wavelengths of 460 nm, 530 nm, 590 nm, 617 nm

and 675 nm including a deep red channel gives a MELR

tunability of 0.9622, whereas C5_2 with peak wavelengths

[460 nm, 530 nm, 590 nm, 627 nm, 634 nm] and C5_3 with

peak wavelengths [460 nm, 530 nm, 590 nm, 627 nm,

655 nm] with a smaller separation between the red and the

deep red channels also allow comparable MELR tunability

of 0.9524 and 0.9361 respectively.

In terms of the MELR resolution, C5_1, C5_2 and C5_3 is

continuous and allow a smooth transition of the spectrum.

The solution sets include peak wavelengths necessary for

high quality white light with high circadian content tunability

TABLE 2. MELR tunability and MELR resolution for optimal LED
combinations of 4 and 5 channels with the highest MELR tunability, and
the number of LEDs per channel for each combination to produce the
entire range of MELRs for 800 lumens rating. N is the total number of
LEDs for the solution set.

such as 460 nm which is close to the peak of the melanopic

action spectra and peak wavelengths between 500 to 600 nm

which are significant for high color quality and LER [79].

All these combinations satisfy the LER constraint due to

having channels close to the peak of the photopic spectral

luminous sensitivity function V (λ) of 555 nm and the color

quality constraint as the spectra coincide with the peaks of the

color-matching functions. These solution sets also consist of

adequate long-wavelength channels to produce low MELR

spectra. It is observed that LED peak wavelengths of 530 nm

and 590 nm are present in most solution sets and are the key

contributors to the high luminous efficacy of the spectrum.

For an SSL system with reduced complexity of only

4 channels, the 4-channel combination which allows the

highest MELR tunability would be C4_9 with MELR

tunability of 0.8329 and peak wavelengths [460 nm,
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530 nm, 590 nm, 675 nm]. This is followed by combination

C4_11 with peak wavelengths [455 nm, 530 nm, 590 nm,

665 nm] and C4_12 with peak wavelengths [455 nm,

530 nm, 590 nm, 634 nm]. For commercialization purposes,

we determined the amount of LEDs required per channel

based on the desired total lumens from the luminaire for

the top three LED parameter combinations with the highest

MELR tunability and satisfactory MELR resolution by

inputting the LED parameters from the LED datasheets and

the intensity ratios in order to achieve the desired MELR

into the algorithm. A minimum rating of 800 lumens is

employed to compute the number of LEDs required per

channel, to match a typical 10-watt LED downlight that

produces between 700 to 900 lumens from a standard 2.7 m

ceiling height.

The results are tabulated in Table 2 as well and it is

observed that although C5_1 permits the maximum MELR

tunability, the overall minimum number of LEDs required

for 800 lumen rating is excessive due to the low efficacy

of 675nmLEDs at 6.42 lm. This increases the luminaire panel

cost and design complexity. We can conclude that the optimal

solution set for a 5-channel luminaire would be C5_2 with

the most balanced ratio between the least number of LEDs

and good MELR tunability while combination C4_12 would

be the most optimal solution for a 4-channel circadian-

tunable luminaire. The color coordinates of the corresponding

spectra, the TM-30 color quality metric and LER tradeoff

over the entire tuning range are computed and the results

illustrated in Figure 5.

From Figure 5(a) and (b), the results demonstrate that

the range of spectra produced by both combinations of

C5_2 and C4_12 satisfy the constraint for whiteness with

color coordinates close to the Planckian locus and observing

and Duv < 0.0054. Figure 5(c) and (d) depict that

the generated spectra over the range of MELRs are also

optimized for high visual quality as evident by the TM-30

plot of fidelity index Rf against gamut index Rg. Selecting

intensity combinations which encompass the entire range

of MELR producible by the solution sets, the generated

spectral data are validated to satisfy the TM-30 constraints.

Accordingly, the final LED parameters are undoubtedly

capable of producing high quality white light spectra with the

desired circadian tuning effect. It is unnecessary to validate

all data points as the selected data points already comprise

the conceivable MELR range. The dashed lines demarcate

the approximate limits for sources on the Planckian locus

while the solid lines demarcate the approximate limits for

practical light sources, in which the data points fall within the

region for high fidelity and good saturation range of between

80 to 120 as typical of light sources with Rf above 80. There

have been no documented recommended values for the Rg as

desired Rg values differ according to application of the light

spectrum.

Figure 5(e) demonstrates that for both 4-channel and

5-channel luminaire designs, the efficacy is superior to

the typical efficacy of a commercial white LED-based

FIGURE 5. The CIE chromaticity diagram with the range of possible
generated spectra by (a) C5_2 and (b) C4_12. Figure (c) and (d) illustrate
that the spectra generated by C5_2 and C4_12 respectively adheres to the
TM-30 criteria for high quality white light. Figure (e) plots the best-fit
graphs which were extracted from the Pareto fronts and fitted to simulate
the variation in efficacy with different MELRs.

luminaire of approximately 130 lm/W. This concludes that

with this optimization approach, it is feasible to design for

a multi-channel LED-based lighting system that is effective

in promoting healthy non-visual effects of light through

circadian action tunability, while delivering high visual qual-

ity and efficacy. Another observation is the non-reciprocal

relationship between efficacy and MELR, which coincides

with the high-luminous-efficacy optimization strategy results

reported by Dai et al. [50]. This is by virtue of the higher
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FIGURE 6. The spread of CCTs around a specific MELR for C5_2 (in blue)
and C4_12 (in red dashed).

power in the blue spectral region necessary for high MELRs,

which is less effective on the human photopic sensitivity

function. The luminous efficacies for the 5-channel design

is observed to be high for lower MELR spectra despite

possessing red channels with low efficacies as a result of

the 627 nm channel which compensates for the human eye

insensitivity towards the longer wavelengths. Likewise, it is

apparent that the 4-channel design retains lower efficacy

than the 5-channel design, owing to the 5-channel luminaire

having an additional red channel at that is closer to the green

region, hence more effective on the human eye. Also, a more

significant change in LER across MELR values is observed

in the 5-channel as opposed to the 4-channel combination.

It can be deduced and has also been established that

multiple spectra with the same MELR does not necessarily

yield a unique CCT [80]. This can be quantified by plotting

the CCT variance (across 5 spectral samples) for multiple

spectra yielding the same MELR from the optimal solution

set as illustrated in Figure 6. For example, a 0.65 MELR

can be generated by a 4-channel spectral set with CCT

ranging from 2994 K to 3689 K. At higher MELR values, a

larger CCT variance of up to 4000K is observed. An inverse

example is of a 12000K CCT light, which could be from

spectra operating at an MELR of 1.45, 1.55 or 1.65. This

further reiterates that CCT is an imperfect representation in

the context of quantifying circadian content of light. Accurate

evaluation of the circadian impact of light on humans can

only be ascertained through actual light spectral data. It is

noted from Figure 6 that the spread of CCT depends on the

MELR itself with a higher spread observed at higher MELRs

suggesting a higher occurrence of metameric spectra for the

blue-enriched white lights.

Likewise, spectra with higher MELR feature a substantial

CCT variance, whichmay suggest thatMELR is less sensitive

to the change in CCT. This can be justified as CCT calculation

is dependent on how the light spectrum coincides with the

three color-matching functions, however circadian content

in light is only reliant on how light coincides with the

melanopic action spectrum which predicts the sensitivity of

the melanopsin photoreceptor.

FIGURE 7. The spectral shapes with MELRs of 0.51, 1.0 and 1.5 generated
by (a) C5_2 and (b) C4_12.

As the approach to the optimization is spectral shaping,

spectral shapes generated by C5_2 and C4_12 for three differ-

ent MELRs (0.51, 1.0 and 1.5) are delineated in Figure 7. It is

clearly indicated how the spectral shape changes to generate

variation in the circadian content. A higher circadian content

in light quantified by a higher MELR would promote the

instigation of the human circadian system, indicative of the

increasing power in the blue spectral region as the MELR

increases from 0.51 to 1.5.

The red spectral power exhibits dominance in the lower

MELR light spectrum as shown in MELR = 0.51 producing

a warmer tone of white light. For figures showing C5_2 light

mixtures, only 4 peaks can be observed despite the solution

having 5 channels. This is due to the superimposition of

the two red channels with peak wavelengths being proximal

within the visible light spectrum.

The measurements confirmed that the generated light

satisfied stated light quality criteria prior to this section. LED

ColorCalculator by OSRAM Sylvania was used to validate

the results for quality as well as lumen rating.

In terms of hardware implementation and validation,

the validity of the optimization results is demonstrated using a

programmable light source, the Telelumen Light Replicator,

which consists 16 independent visible colour channels with
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FIGURE 8. Normalized SPD plots for the optimized channels (dashed
lines) and the closest experimental channels from the programmable
light source (filled lines).

TABLE 3. LED channel parameters of optimized and matched 4-channel
combination.

FIGURE 9. Comparison of MELR tunability achieved using optimized LED
parameters and the closest available experimental LED parameters.

wavelengths ranging from 395 nm to 735 nm. The optimal

combination C4_12 is selected for validation and the LED

channels from the programmable light source that are most

closely aligned with C4_12 as shown in Figure 8 are

inputted into the optimization algorithm. Individual channel

intensities for eachMELR setting is determined while aiming

for maximum MELR tunability. The LED parameters for

the optimal combination and the corresponding hardware

selection are tabulated in Table 3. Fourteen spectra are

selected from the optimised results and replicated using the

programmable light source inside a 1m x 1mx 1m light booth.

All photometric quantities weremeasured using the CL-500A

illuminance spectrophotometer and the MELR computed

from the corresponding spectral measurements.

From a comparison between optimized and experimentally

realized MELR tuning ranges shown in Figure 9, a few

observations can be made. The matched LED channels

FIGURE 10. Deviation of MELR reproduction in hardware compared to
simulated predictions for fourteen selected sample spectra.

from the programmable light source permit a slightly

higher MELR tunability of 0.84 compared to the optimized

C4_12 channels at 0.8, with the contributing factor being

higher FWHM of the blue and green LED channels in the

hardware set up also visible from data in Table 3. The

maximum value of FWHM was constrained to 35nm in the

optimisation to reflect commonly available LEDs but can

be easily relaxed based on the commercial availability of

LEDs if necessary. It is interesting however to note that a

slight change in the LED parameters has shifted the MELR

range out of the target range of 0.36 – 1.8. It has also

resulted in a lower MELR resolution across the range. The

hardware combination with its wider tuning range is unable

to generate spectra of MELRs ranging from 0.62 to 0.8 and

1.02 to 1.17 while satisfying all the optimization constraints

including visual quality. Consequently, the maximum colour

difference 1u′v′ between two consecutive spectra over the

entire tuning range is at 0.0331 for the experimental channels

compared to only 0.0056 for optimized channels. This can

impact the comfortability of the end user based on whether

the perceptible color difference between MELR tuning steps

is acceptable or not.

The deviation of MELR reproduction in hardware from

the simulated predictions of the fourteen sample spectra

generated using hardware is captured in Figure 10. The

reproduction matched closely with the mean deviation of

MELR and the simulated spectra at 3.54% with most

reproductions within 2.5% deviation. Deviations of this

scale can be expected in colour-mixed lighting systems

not optimised for colour uniformity. However, a hardware

realisation of our design using mature luminaire prototyping

technology with spatially optimized LED placement [46] will

result in a widely tunable luminaire with highly uniform

illumination and color distribution.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work shows that it is feasible to design commercially

realizable LED luminaires for circadian lighting that can

achieve high luminous efficacy and color quality through

multi-objective optimization. To date, research has mostly

focused on either of the competing design objectives of

lighting, i.e. visual or non-visual quality and ignore the
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practicality of the design for commercialization needs. The

spectral optimization of LED channels approach proposed in

this study allows a wide range of circadian tunability which

satisfies the non-visual design requirements of a tunable

luminaire and simultaneously accounts for optimal visual

quality using up-to-date metrics for both visual and non-

visual quality. Metrics used to quantify the non-visual effects

of light are in accordance with CIE standards and used in

conjunction with the figures of merit for vision performance

such as the LER, Duv, CRI and TM-30.

The multi-objective optimization reveals that, for MELR

tuning which satisfies the constraints ofDuv, CRI and TM-30,

a minimum of 4 LED channels is required. The optimized

4-channel luminaire design allows anMELR tunability rating

of 0.81 with MELR ranging from 0.48 to 1.64. However,

as one can expect, a 5-channel luminaire is shown to permit

a higher MELR tunability rating of 0.95 with MELR ranging

from 0.43 to 1.82. Here, the 4-channel design can be viewed

as a viable design with reduced cost and complexity while

compromising insignificantly in terms of circadian tunability.

Likewise, there is generally an LER trade-off observed

at higher values of MELR with better LER performance

perceived for 5-channel as opposed to 4-channel. However,

the LER variation across the MELR values is more dramatic

for 5-channel compared to 4-channels. We also found that

there exists CCT variations of up to 4000K for same-MELR

spectra, with larger CCT variations observed at higher

MELR. Lastly, while the design in this paper was optimized

for a luminaire emitting 800 lumens to satisfy standard down

light lumen rating, the proposed design optimization is easily

scalable to any lumen specification.

The results reported in this study are validated through the

LED ColorCalculator simulations and using the Telelumen

Light Replicator for hardware implementation, and the

solution sets allow for the design of a minimalistic and com-

mercializable luminaire which allows tuning for the desired

circadian response. One limitation of this design approach

is with the rapid turnover rate in LED models, and some

becoming obsolete and newmodels beingmanufactured, they

may not be included in the commercialized LED database

at the time of study. Nonetheless, the approach can be used

to arrive upon a new solution set as the LED database is

constantly updated and expanded with the latest LEDmodels.

The optimization approach can also be applied using existing

spectral data as elaborated in the experimental validation

section, whereby the available color channels with their

own spectral data can be optimized to satisfy the desired

objectives. Lastly, the design for a given lumen rating should

also be based on the actual lumen rating of LEDs which can

vary between manufacturers and peak wavelengths, which

will be an important consideration for PCB design and cost.
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